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Abstract
In the last decade there has been a great interest in extending results for codes
equipped with the Hamming metric to analogous results for codes endowed with
the rank metric. This work follows this thread of research and studies the char-
acterization of systematic generator matrices (encoders) of codes with maximum
rank distance. In the context of Hamming distance these codes are the so-called
Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes and systematic encoders have been fully
investigated. In this paper we investigate the algebraic properties and representa-
tion of encoders in systematic form of Maximum Rank Distance (MRD) codes and
Maximum Sum Rank Distance (MSRD) codes. We address both block codes and
convolutional codes separately and present necessary and sufficient conditions for an
encoder in systematic form to generate a code with maximum (sum) rank distance.
These characterizations are given in terms of certain matrices that must be superreg-
ular in a extension field and that preserve superregularity after some transformations
performed over the base field. We conclude the work presenting some examples of
Maximum Sum Rank convolutional codes over small fields. For the given parameters
the examples obtained are over smaller fields than the examples obtained by other
authors.
Keywords: Maximum Rank Distance, Maximum Sum Rank Distance,
Convolutional codes, Superregular matrices, Gabidulin codes
1. Introduction
Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes are block codes whose minimum
Hamming distance attains the Singleton bound. In the linear case, they are char-
acterized by having a generator matrix G ∈ Fk×nq whose full size k × k minors are
all nonzero, where k < n and Fq is a finite field. If G is in systematic form, i.e.,
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G = [Ik P ], where Ik is the identity matrix of size k, then, the MDS property can
be characterized only in terms of the matrix P , namely, all minors (of any size) of
P must be nonzero. One well-known example of this class of matrices is the set of
generalized Cauchy matrices [4], which correspond to systematic generator matrices
of Reed-Solomon codes [17].
In the last decade, rank-metric codes have been a very active area of research due
to their wide range of applications in reliable and secure linear network coding [14],
postquantum cryptography [11], local repair in distributed storage [32] and space-
time coding [16]. Block codes attaining the Singleton bound for the rank metric are
called maximum rank distance (MRD) codes. Unfortunately, if one represents such
codes as subsets of Fn
qM
with ranks defined over Fq, then all known MRD constructions
(e.g., [6]) are only decodable in superlinear time in n over FqM , where M ≥ n (thus
qM is exponential in n), and achieving linear-time decoding is already an extremely
hard problem even in the Hamming metric. Thus it seems that MRD block codes
will hardly ever be practical in real applications.
Recently, the sum-rank metric, which simultaneously extends the Hamming and
rank metrics, has gained interest in the area. It was implicitly considered for multiple
fading blocks in space-time coding [16, Sec. III], and then formally introduced for
multishot network coding [19, 23, 26, 35]. The sum-rank metric, in the form of column
rank distances, is the natural metric for convolutional codes tailored for streaming
over linearly coded networks [26, 19]. The problem of constructing convolutional
codes with maximum column (Hamming or rank) distances has attracted a lot of
attention in recent years [2, 3, 8, 9, 15]. In the Hamming context, it was shown in
[8] that the construction of convolutional codes with optimal column distances boils
down to the construction of lower (block) triangular Toeplitz superregular matrices
(see the formal definition in Section 2). Several results on superregular matrices have
been recently presented in [2, 3, 9, 15, 27]. However, over small fields only construc-
tions of superregular matrices with small parameters have been presented, most of
them found by computer search. General constructions have also been presented,
but require unpractical large finite fields [1, 8], e.g., doubly exponential.
On the other hand, block codes equipped with the sum-rank metric are also of
interest for reliable and secure multishot network coding [23] and especially for local
repair in distributed storage [24]. This is due to linearized Reed-Solomon codes [21],
which are the only known MSRD (maximum sum-rank distance) block codes with
subexponential field sizes for decoding, in contrast with MRD block codes which are
practical only for moderate parameters (see [23, Table I] and [24, Section VI]).
In this work, we give sufficient and necessary conditions for linear block and
convolutional codes to be MSRD only in terms of the matrix P ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
(resp.
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P (D) ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
[D]), when the generator matrix of the code is in systematic form,
i.e., [Ik P ] (resp. [Ik P (D)]). For consistency with the convolutional literature, we
will use the terms encoder and generator matrix interchangeably. These conditions
will require not only that all the (non-trivial) minors of P (resp. P (D)) are nonzero,
but that they remain nonzero after some operations over the base field Fq. Worth
mentioning is the thorough work in [28, 29] on systematic encoders of block MRD
codes and the family of generalized Gabidulin codes. This class of codes are the rank
analogue of the generalized Reed-Solomon codes and their nonsystematic encoders
are given by s-Moore matrices, the q-analogues of weighted Vandermonde matrices.
We note that MRD codes are q-analogues of MDS codes, but MSRD codes are not.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present fundamental
preliminary results on the structure of rank codes, convolutional codes and superreg-
ular matrices. In Section 3, we address and present first a matrix characterization
for a systematic block code to be MRD and MSRD. We then proceed to tackle the
more involved characterization of systematic convolutional codes with optimal col-
umn rank distances. We also address the general case of a convolutional code that
does not necessarily admit a systematic polynomial encoder. The last section is de-
voted to present concrete examples of optimal codes over relatively small field sizes
which improve the existing examples in the literature.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present the setting and necessary results to address the prob-
lems in the remainder of the paper.
2.1. Block codes
A block code is simply a nonempty subset C ⊆ Fn
qM
, which we will consider to
be FqM -linear from now on. In case its dimension is k, we call it an (n, k) code. Let
Mn : F
n
qM
−→ FM×nq denote the Fq-linear vector space isomorphism that expands
every scalar in FqM as a column vector in F
M
q , with respect to some basis. Then
we may define the rank metric in Fn
qM
by dR(v, w) = rank(v − w) (see [6]), where
rank(v) = rank(Mn(v)), for all v, w ∈ F
n
qM
. In this context, codes are sometimes
considered as subsets of FM×nq to use matrix operations or to restrict the study to
Fq-linear codes.
The rank metric admits a natural extension, called sum-rank metric. If we par-
tition the code length n = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nℓ, then we may define the corresponding
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sum-rank metric (see [16, 21, 22, 26, 35]) as
dSR(v, w) =
ℓ∑
i=1
dR(vi, wi) =
ℓ∑
i=1
rank(Mni(vi − wi)), (1)
for all v = (v1, v2, . . . , vℓ) ∈ F
n
qM
and w = (w1, w2, . . . , wℓ) ∈ F
n
qM
, where vi, wi ∈ F
ni
qM
,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ.
The sum-rank metric measures the error and erasure correction capabilities of
codes in multishot matrix-multiplicative channels, e.g., multishot network coding
[23, 35], space-time coding with multiple fading blocks [16] and local repair with
multiple local groups [24].
Not surprisingly, the rank metric is recovered by setting ℓ = 1, and the classical
Hamming metric is recovered by taking n1 = n2 = . . . = nℓ = 1 (or ℓ = n).
The minimum rank distance of a code C ⊆ Fn
qM
is defined as
dR(C) = min{dR(v, w) | v, w ∈ C, v 6= w} = min{rank(v) | v ∈ C, v 6= 0},
and analogously for the sum-rank metric dSR(C). For an (n, k) code C ⊆ F
n
qM
, a
generator matrix or encoder is a full-rank matrix G ∈ Fk×n
qM
such that
C = imF
qM
G =
{
uG | u ∈ FkqM
}
.
An encoder of C is called systematic if it is of the form G = [Ik, P ], for some matrix
P ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
, where Ik ∈ F
k×k
qM
denotes the identity matrix of size k. Note that,
by basic linear algebra, any block code has a unique systematic encoder (up to
permutation of columns).
For an (n, k) code over C ⊆ Fn
qM
, the analogues of the Singleton bound are given
by
dR(C) ≤ min
{
1,
M
n
}
(n− k) + 1 and dSR(C) ≤ min
{
1,
ℓM
n
}
(n− k) + 1, (2)
for the rank and sum-rank metrics, respectively, being the second valid for n1 = n2 =
. . . = nℓ. The first was proven in [6], whereas the second was proven in [24].
The bounds in (2) are refinements of the information-theoretical classical bound
dR(C) ≤ n− k + 1 and dSR(C) ≤ n− k + 1, (3)
respectively. We will say that C is MRD (maximum rank distance) or MSRD (maxi-
mum sum-rank distance) if it attains the bounds in (3), respectively. The bounds in
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(2) imply that MRD codes (resp. MSRD codes) only exist ifM ≥ n (resp. M ≥ n/ℓ).
Note how (2) and (3) coincide for the Hamming metric (ℓ = n) and the restriction
on the extension degree M for the existence of MDS codes vanishes.
Gabidulin codes are a well-known class of MRD codes [6] (see also [10, 30]). It is
worth noting that dR(C) ≤ dSR(C), thus any MRD code is also MSRD. However, as
noted above, MRD codes only exist if M ≥ n. Linearized Reed-Solomon codes [21]
are the only known MSRD codes with subexponential field sizes qM , and achieve the
minimum extension degree M = n/ℓ whenever n1 = n2 = . . . = nℓ. Since the fastest
decoding algorithms for MRD codes are superlinear in n over FqM , with M ≥ n,
the known decoding algorithm for linearized Reed-Solomon codes that is quadratic
in n over FqM , with M = n/ℓ, is more than a degree faster in XOR operations in
multishot channels with ℓ≫ 1 (see [23, Table I]), which are the practical cases (e.g.,
[16, 24, 23]).
We shall provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a systematic encoder to
be MRD. First, we recall a characterization for encoders not necessarily in systematic
form. The result is a variant of [6, Theorem 1] and was explicitly presented in [10,
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3] using the Bruhat decomposition for matrices. It is
also an immediate consequence of the more general results [20, Theorem 2] or [20,
Theorem 6].
Theorem 1 ([10]). Let G ∈ Fk×n
qM
be an encoder of C. Then, the following statements
are equivalent.
1. C is MRD;
2. all the full size minors of GA are nonzero for all nonsingular matrices A ∈
F
n×n
q ;
3. all the full size minors of GU are nonzero for all nonsingular upper triangular
matrices U ∈ Fn×nq .
The main idea behind the proof of condition 3. implies condition 2. above is that
every nonsingular matrix A can be written as A = V QU where V and U are upper
triangular andQ is a permutation matrix (see, for example, [34]). This decomposition
is a consequence of the more general Bruhat decomposition for algebraic groups.
Since we use this decomposition frequently throughout the paper, we include its
proof below for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 1. Let F be a field, let n be a positive integer and let A ∈ Fn×n be a
nonsingular matrix. Then there exist nonsingular upper triangular matrices U, V ∈
F
n×n such that
A = V QU,
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where Q is a permutation matrix.
Proof. Let B = PnA, where Pn is the permutation matrix with ones in the anti-
diagonal. Using Gauss-Jordan elimination we obtain L−1BU−1 = P , so B = LPU ,
where L ∈ Fn×n is a lower triangular matrix, U ∈ Fn×n is an upper triangular matrix
and P is a permutation matrix. Since |A| 6= 0 then L and U are nonsingular. Let
V = PnLPn, then clearly V is nonsingular and upper triangular, also L = PnV Pn.
Therefore,
A = PnB = PnLPU = V QU,
where Q = PnP .
The following result extends Theorem 1 to the sum-rank metric in general. This
result was explicitly stated in a more general form in [22, Proposition 7], but was
already observed in the proof of [21, Theorem 3].
Theorem 2 ([22]). Let n = n1+n2+ · · ·+nℓ be a code-length partition defining the
sum-rank metric as in (1). Let G ∈ Fk×n
qM
be an encoder of an (n, k) code C ⊆ Fn
qM
.
Then, C is MSRD if, and only if, all the full size minors of GA are nonzero for all
nonsingular block-diagonal matrices
A = diag(A1, A2, . . . , Aℓ) =

A1
A2
. . .
Aℓ
 ∈ Fn×nq , (4)
where Ai ∈ F
ni×ni
q , for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ.
2.2. Convolutional codes
As opposed to block codes, convolutional encoders process an input stream of
information bits over a shift register (with possible feedback) and converts it into a
stream of transmitted bits. Therefore, they are very suitable for streaming appli-
cations [8, 18, 19, 25]. In the sequel, we follow the module-theoretic approach to
convolutional codes as it was described in [8, 12, 31, 15, 33]. A convolutional code C
of rate k/n, or (n, k) convolutional code, is an FqM [D]-submodule of F
n
qM
[D] of rank
k. A full-row-rank matrix G(D) ∈ Fk×n
qM
[D] with the property that
C = imF
qM
[D]G(D) =
{
u(D)G(D) | u(D) ∈ FkqM [D]
}
is called a generator matrix or encoder for C. When the code C admits an encoder in
systematic form, i.e., G(D) = [Ik P (D)], for some P (D) ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
[D], we say that
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C is systematic. Note that, as opposed to block codes, not all convolutional codes
admit an encoder in systematic form, not even after column permutation. We will
assume that the encoder G(D) is basic i.e., it has a polynomial right inverse.
Write v(D) = v0 + v1D + · · ·+ vℓD
ℓ ∈ Fn
qM
[D], and represent G(D) as a matrix
polynomial,
G(D) = G0 +G1D + · · ·+GmD
m,
where Gm 6= 0 and Gi = 0, for i > m. Then we call m the memory of G(D), and for
j = 0, 1, . . . , m we define the code’s jth truncated sliding generator matrix as
Gcj =

G0 G1 · · · Gj
G0 · · · Gj−1
. . .
...
G0
 . (5)
The truncated codeword can then be represented as
v[0,j] = (v0, v1, . . . , vj) = (u0, u1, . . . , uj) G
c
j ∈ F
(j+1)n
qM
, (6)
where, for t = 0, 1, . . . , j, it holds that
vt =
ℓ∑
i=0
ut−iGi ∈ F
n
qM .
Observe that, representing truncated codewords in such a way, we may naturally
endow them with the sum-rank metric as in the case of block codes. As usual, we will
consider the rank metric in each block of n coordinates. Then, for v(D) =
∑
i viD
i ∈
F
n
qM
[D] and w(D) =
∑
i wiD
i ∈ Fn
qM
[D], we define as in the previous subsection,
dSR(v[0,j], w[0,j]) =
j∑
i=0
dR(vi, wi) =
j∑
i=0
rank(Mn(vi − wi)),
for j = 0, 1, . . . As usual, we may define dSR(v(D), w(D)) = limj→∞ dSR(v[0,j], w[0,j]).
As in the block case, each term in the sum corresponds to a shot of a matrix-
multiplicative channel, see [26, 19, 35].
For an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ Fn
qM
[D], we define its free sum-rank distance
as
dSR(C) = min
{∑
i≥0
rank(vi) | v(D) ∈ C, v(D) 6= 0
}
,
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and its jth column rank distance, for j = 0, 1, . . ., as
djSR(C) = min
{
j∑
i=0
rank(vi) | v(D) ∈ C, v0 6= 0
}
.
As the Hamming distance is always larger than or equal to the rank distance, the
following upper bound follows from [8, Proposition 2.2] (see also [19, Lemma 1]):
djSR(C) ≤ (j + 1)(n− k) + 1. (7)
For a systematic (n, k) convolutional code C with encoder of memory m, it is easy
to see that the number (n−k)(m+1)+1 is the maximum possible value for the free
sum-rank (and Hamming) distance of C.
The codes C having djSR(C) = (j + 1)(n − k) + 1 for j = 0, 1, . . . , m will be
called memory Maximum Sum Rank convolutional codes (m-MSR) (see [19]). In
the context of Hamming metric these codes are closely related to the codes called
Optimum Distance Profile [13, p. 112]. The following result gives necessary and
sufficient conditions for a convolutional code to be m-MSR and it was presented in
[19, Theorem 3]. First define
A∗[0,j] = diag(A
∗
0, A
∗
1, . . . , A
∗
j ) =

A∗0
A∗1
. . .
A∗j
 , (8)
with A∗i ∈ F
n×ρi
q matrices, ρi ∈ N for i = 0, 1, . . . , j.
Theorem 3 ([19]). For 0 ≤ i ≤ j, let 0 ≤ ρi ≤ n satisfy
i∑
h=0
ρh ≤ k(i+ 1), (9)
for all i ≤ j and with equality for i = j. The following are equivalent for any
convolutional code:
1. djSR(C) = (j + 1)(n− k) + 1;
2. for all full rank A∗[0,j] = diag(A
∗
0, A
∗
1, . . . , A
∗
j) constructed from full rank blocks
A∗i ∈ F
n×ρi
q and ρi that satisfy (9), the product G
c
jA
∗
[0,j] is nonsingular.
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2.3. Superregular matrices
Superregular matrices have been a fundamental notion in coding theory as they
can be used to construct systematic codes with optimal Hamming distance, both
block and convolutional codes. Roughly speaking, this is due to the fact that a
superregular matrix has the following property: Take any of its rows with Hamming
weight, say d. Then, any combination of this row with t other rows yields a vector
of Hamming weight ≥ d − t, see [2, Theorem 3.1]. In this paper, we will show that
the notion of superregular matrices can be also used to build codes with maximum
rank or sum-rank distances. We will present later some constructions that involves
finding a class of superregular matrices with entries in FqM that preserve the property
of superregularity after some multiplication and addition of matrices in the base field
Fq. Next, we formally introduce the notion of superregular matrix.
Let F = (µi,j)1≤i,j≤m ∈ F
m×m
qM
, and let Sm the symmetric group of orderm. Recall
that the determinant of F is given by
|F | =
∑
σ∈Sm
sgn(σ)µ1σ(1) · · ·µmσ(m), (10)
where the sign of the permutation σ, denoted by sgn(σ), is 1 (resp. −1) if σ can be
written as product of an even (resp. odd) number of transpositions. A trivial term
of the determinant is a term of (10), µ1σ(1) · · ·µmσ(m), equal to zero. If F is a square
submatrix of a matrix B, with entries in FqM , and all the terms of the determinant
of F are trivial we say that |F | is a trivial minor of B. We say that B is superregular
if all its non-trivial minors are different from zero. When a matrix has all its minors
nonzero we call it full superregular. These matrices have obviously all their entries
nonzero and all minors are non-trivial. In that case the classical characterization of
MDS block codes follows.
Lemma 2 ([17]). Let C = imF
qM
G ⊆ Fn
qM
be an (n, k) block code. Then, C is MDS
if, and only if, all k × k full size minors of G are nonzero. If G is in systematic
form, i.e., G = [Ik P ] for some P ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
, then C is MDS if, and only if, P is
full superregular.
It is important to remark here that there exist several related notions of superreg-
ular matrices in the literature. Frequently, see for instance [4], a superregular matrix
is defined to be full superregular, e.g., Cauchy matrices. In [17], several examples of
triangular matrices were constructed in such a way that all submatrices inside this
triangular configuration were nonsingular. However, all these notions do not apply
to more general setting, such as the convolutional case, as in this context we need
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to consider submatrices that contain zeros. The more recent contributions [8, 9, 12]
consider the same notion of superregularity as in this paper (considering minors with
zeros), but defined only for lower triangular Toeplitz matrices, see [9] for examples of
superregular matrices of size up to 5× 5. In [3] block Toeplitz superregular matrices
were considered for high rate convolutional codes (see also [1, 2]). The advantage of
the definition of superregularity considered here is that unifies all existing notions in
the literature.
3. Systematic encoders with maximum rank or maximum sum rank dis-
tance
In this section, we extend the results that link MDS codes and superregular
matrices to the context of rank-metric and sum-rank-metric codes, both block and
convolutional. We will see that a code is MRD or MSRD if its systematic encoder
with entries in FqM is superregular and remains superregular after some operations
with matrices that have entries in the base field Fq. We first treat the block case and
then address the convolutional counterpart.
3.1. Systematic Encoders of MRD codes
If the encoder is given in systematic form one can derive a characterization in
terms only on the parity part of the encoder. This result was obtained independently
in [29, Theorem 3.11]. The following proof will be useful for the proof of Theorem 5
in the next subsection.
Theorem 4. Let G = [Ik, P ] ∈ F
k×n
qM
be a systematic encoder of a rank metric block
code C. Then, the following statements are equivalent.
1. C is MRD;
2. the matrix
BPA˜+ C ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
is full superregular, for all C ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q and for all nonsingular upper-triangular
matrices B ∈ Fk×kq and A˜ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q .
Proof. (2.⇒ 1.) : Firstly we will prove that if the matrix
BPA˜+ C ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
is full superregular, for all C ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q and for all nonsingular upper-triangular
matrices B ∈ Fk×kq and A˜ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q , then all the full size minors of GU are
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nonzero for all nonsingular upper triangular matrices U ∈ Fn×nq . Hence the result
follows from Theorem 1.
Suppose that there exists a k × k zero minor of GU for a nonsingular upper-
triangular U ∈ Fn×nq . Write
U =
[
C˜ Ĉ
0 A˜
]
,
with C˜ ∈ Fk×kq and A˜ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q nonsingular upper-triangular matrices. Thus,
GU = [C˜ Ĉ + PA˜].
Denote B = (C˜)−1 ∈ Fk×kq , which is a nonsingular upper-triangular matrix. Thus,
BGU = [In C +BPA˜],
where C = BĈ is a matrix with entries in the base field Fq. As the left multiplication
of GU by an invertible matrix B does not change the zeroness of the full size minors
of GU , we have that [In C + BPA˜] has a zero minor and by Lemma 2, C + BPA˜
is not full superregular.
(1.⇒ 2.) : Suppose that there are a matrix C ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q and nonsingular upper-
triangular matrices B ∈ Fk×kq and A˜ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q such that C + BPA˜ is not full
superregular. Then, there exists a k × k minor of [Ik C + BPA˜] equal to zero and
therefore B−1[Ik C +BPA˜] has a full size zero minor. Thus,
B−1[Ik C +BPA˜] = [B
−1 B−1C + PA˜] = [Ik P ]
[
B−1 B−1C
0 A˜
]
.
Denote
U =
[
B−1 B−1C
0 A˜
]
.
It is straightforward to verify that U is nonsingular and upper triangular and GU
has a full size zero minor. Taking into consideration the statements of Theorem 1
this concludes the proof.
3.2. Systematic Encoders of MSRD codes
In this subsection, we will give characterizations for MSRD systematic encoders.
The main result (Theorem 5) is an extension of Theorem 4, which can be recovered
by setting ℓ = 1, the case where the sum-rank metric becomes the rank metric.
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It is very important to remark that, in contrast with block codes in the rank
metric (ℓ = 1) or Hamming metric (ℓ = n), the use of a non-trivial code-length
partition n = n1 + n2 + · · · + nℓ implies that we no longer can assume that the
identity matrix is placed in the first k coordinates. For full generality, we will need
to consider arbitrary partitions k = k1 + k2 + · · · + kℓ of an information set. This
will be transparent in the convolutional case, due to their polynomial nature and the
fact that the identity matrix is a constant matrix (see Theorem 6).
Theorem 5. Let n = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nℓ be a code-length partition defining the sum-
rank metric as in (1). Let k = k1 + k2 + · · · + kℓ be a dimension partition, where
0 ≤ ki ≤ ni, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. Finally, let
G = [J1, P1, J2, P2, . . . , Jℓ, Pℓ] ∈ F
k×n
qM
be a systematic encoder of an (n, k) code C ⊆ Fn
qM
, where Pi ∈ F
k×(ni−ki)
qM
is arbitrary
and where Ji ∈ F
k×ki
qM
is zero everywhere except for the i-th block of ki rows, where it is
the identity matrix of size ki, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. In other words, Ik = (J1, J2, . . . , Jℓ).
Denote P = [P1, P2, . . . , Pℓ] ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
. Then, the following are equivalent,
1. C is MSRD;
2. the matrix
B1
B2
. . .
Bℓ
P

A˜1
A˜2
. . .
A˜ℓ
+

C1
C2
. . .
Cℓ
 ∈ Fk×(n−k)qM
is full superregular, for all matrices Ci ∈ F
ki×(ni−ki)
q and for all nonsingu-
lar upper-triangular matrices B ∈ Fki×kiq and A˜ ∈ F
(ni−ki)×(ni−ki)
q , for i =
1, 2, . . . , ℓ.
Proof. We may take the matrices Ai in Theorem 2 to be upper triangular. The
arguments in this proof will be an extension of those in the proof of Theorem 4.
However, we will need to be careful regarding the partition of the information set,
which is not an issue in the cases ℓ = 1 or ℓ = n, as explained at the beginning of
this subsection.
Assume that there exists a k × k zero minor in GA, for a nonsingular block-
diagonal matrix A as in (4), where Ai is upper triangular, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. Write
Ai =
[
C˜i Ĉi
0 A˜i
]
∈ Fni×niq ,
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where C˜i ∈ F
ki×ki
q , A˜i ∈ F
(ni−ki)×(ni−ki)
q and Ĉi ∈ F
ki×(ni−ki)
q , for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ (notice
that if for some i, ki = 0 then both matrices C˜i and Ĉi do not exist and if ki = ni
then both matrices A˜i and Ĉi do not exist). Now we have that
GA = [J1, P1, J2, P2, . . . , Jℓ, Pℓ]

C˜1 Ĉ1
A˜1
C˜2 Ĉ2
A˜2
. . .
C˜ℓ Ĉℓ
A˜ℓ

=

C˜1 Ĉ1
C˜2 Ĉ2
. . .
C˜ℓ Ĉℓ
+ P

0 A˜1
0 A˜2
. . .
0 A˜ℓ
 .
Denote B = diag((C˜1)
−1, (C˜2)
−1, . . . , (C˜ℓ)
−1) ∈ Fk×kq , which is nonsingular and upper
triangular. Then the reader can check that
BGA = [J1, T1, J2, T2, . . . , Jℓ, Tℓ] ∈ F
k×n
qM
,
where again Ik = [J1, J2, . . . , Jℓ], but now
T = [T1, T2, . . . , Tℓ] = BP

A˜1
A˜2
. . .
A˜ℓ
+

C1
C2
. . .
Cℓ
 ∈ Fk×(n−k)qM ,
where Ci = C˜
−1
i Ĉi ∈ F
ki×(ni−ki)
q , for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. As in the proof of Theorem 4, it
follows that T is not full superregular.
The reversed implication is proven as in Theorem 4, again taking into account the
partition k = k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kℓ and the block-diagonal nature of the corresponding
matrices.
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It is immediate to see that Theorem 4 is the particular case of Theorem 5 obtained
by setting ℓ = 1. A bit less trivial, but still easy, is to check that the classical charac-
terization of MDS systematic encoders is recovered from Theorem 5 by setting ℓ = n,
or equivalently n1 = n2 = . . . = nℓ = 1. To that end, observe that the block-diagonal
matrices diag(B1, B2, . . . , Bℓ) and diag(A˜1, A˜2, . . . , A˜ℓ) are nothing but nonsingular
diagonal matrices, i.e., monomial matrices. As for C = diag(C0, . . . , Cm) we can as-
sume without loss of generality that the partition of k is ki = 1 for i ≤ k and ki = 0
for k < i ≤ n. So for any i = 1, . . . , n we have ni − ki = 0 or ki = 0, so Ĉi never
exists, therefore C does not exist either and we recover the classical characterization
of MDS systematic encoders.
3.3. Systematic Encoders of m-MSR convolutional codes
Column distance is arguably the most fundamental distance measure for convo-
lutional codes, [13, pag. 109]. A full characterization of polynomial encoders G(D)
that yield codes with optimal column Hamming distance was given in [8] for general
encoders and in [7] when the encoder is in systematic form, see also [8, Corollary
2.5]. In this section we provide analogous characterizations in the context of rank
metric convolutional codes. We start with a general result about full size minors.
Theorem 6. Let C be an [n, k] convolutional code with memory m and a systematic
encoder G(D) = [Ik P (D)], where P (D) =
m∑
i=0
PiD
i ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
[D], and let 0 ≤
j ≤ m. Given Aℓ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q , Bℓ ∈ F
k×k
q and Cℓ ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q , with ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , j,
consider the matrix Tj = Tj((Aℓ, Bℓ, Cℓ)
j
ℓ=0) defined by
Tj =

B0
B1
. . .
Bj


P0 P1 · · · Pj
P0 · · · Pj−1
. . .
...
P0


A0 A1 · · · Aj
A0 · · · Aj−1
. . .
...
A0
+
+

C0
C1
. . .
Cj
 =

T0,0 T0,1 · · · T0,j
T1,1
...
. . . Tj−1,j
Tj,j
 .
(11)
The following statements are equivalent:
1. djSR(C) = (j + 1)(n− k) + 1;
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2. Every square submatrix of Tj with all its diagonal entries in the matrices Ts,t,
where s, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j}, is nonsingular, for all Cℓ ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q and all nonsin-
gular upper triangular matrices Bℓ ∈ F
k×k
q , Aℓ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q ;
3. Tj is superregular for all Cℓ ∈ F
k×(n−k)
q and all nonsingular upper triangular
matrices Bℓ ∈ F
k×k
q , Aℓ ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q , ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , j.
Proof. (2. ⇒ 1.) Let A∗[0,j] = diag(A
∗
0, A
∗
1, . . . , A
∗
j), where each A
∗
i ∈ F
n×ρi
q is a full
rank matrix and ρi ∈ N is such that 0 ≤ ρi ≤ n and
i∑
h=0
ρh ≤ k(i+ 1), (12)
for all i = 0, 1, . . . , j, with equality in (12) for i = j. Since for each i = 0, 1, . . . , j,
A∗i has full rank ρi, there exists a matrix A
′
i such that
A˘i =
[
A∗i A
′
i
]
∈ Fn×nq
is nonsingular. Suppose GcjA
∗
[0,j] is singular and consider A˘[0,j] = diag(A˘0, A˘1, . . . , A˘j),
then
GcjA˘[0,j] =G
c
j

A∗0 A
′
0
A∗1 A
′
1
. . .
A∗j A
′
j
 ,
has a null full size minor as GcjA
∗
[0,j] is a submatrix of it.
Now, by Bruhat decomposition, there exist nonsingular upper triangular matri-
ces Ai and Ui, such that A˘i = AiQiUi, where Qi is a permutation. Consider the
nonsingular matrices A[0,j] = diag(A0, A1, . . . , Aj), U[0,j] = diag(U0, U1, . . . , Uj) and
Q[0,j] = diag(Q0, Q1, . . . , Qj). Then A˘[0,j] = A[0,j]Q[0,j]U[0,j]. Since
GcjA[0,j] = G
c
jA˘[0,j]U
−1
[0,j]Q[0,j],
then GcjA[0,j] has a submatrixM such that |M | = 0. Moreover, this matrix is built by
selecting ρi columns between the (ik+1)-th and the (i+1)k-th columns of G
c
jA[0,j],
i = 0, 1, . . . , j and the ρi satisfies (12). Write
Ai =
[
Aˆi C
∗
i
Ai
]
,
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where Aˆi ∈ F
k×k
q and Ai ∈ F
(n−k)×(n−k)
q are nonsingular upper triangular matrices.
Therefore,
GcjA[0,j] =

(Ik P0) (0 P1) · · · (0 Pj)
(Ik P0)
...
. . .
(Ik P0)


A0
A1
. . .
Aj

=

(Aˆ0 C
∗
0 + P0A0) (0 P1A1) · · · (0 PjAj)
(Aˆ1 C
∗
1 + P0A0)
...
. . .
(Aˆ1 C
∗
j + PjAj)
 .
Let Bi = (Aˆi)
−1 ∈ Fk×kq and B[0,j] = diag(B0, B1, . . . , Bj). Then
B[0,j]G
c
jA[0,j] =

(Ik C0 +B0P0A0) (0 B0P1A1) · · · (0 B0PjAj)
(Ik C1 +B1P0A1)
...
. . .
(Ik Cj +BjP0Aj)
 ,
where Ci = BiC
∗
i . Let ρi = Ii+Ti where Ti corresponds to the number of columns of
B[0,j]M selected from the block columns starting with B0PiAi and Ii corresponds to
number of columns of B[0,j]M selected from the block columns containing the identity
matrix Ik in the i-th block position.
After permutation of columns, which again do not change the zeroness of the full
minors, we obtain Ik(j+1)
C0 +B0P0A0 B0P1A1 B0PjAj
C1 +B1P0A1
. . .
Cj +BjP0Aj
 . (13)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
= Tj
We are going to prove that there exists a unique square submatrix of Tj, say M ,
such that |M | = 0 and its diagonal entries are in the matrices Ts,t, where s, t ∈
{0, 1, . . . , j}.
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Let Mˆ be the matrix that corresponds to B[0,j]M after the change of columns,
Sj = I0 + I1 + · · ·+ Ij and denote by c1, c2, . . . , cSj the indices of the columns of Mˆ
selected in the first k(j + 1) positions of (13), and cSj+1, . . . , c(j+1)k the indices from
the remaining columns of Mˆ. LetM be the square submatrix of Tj , built by selecting
the columns indexed by cSj+1, . . . , c(j+1)k and the rows indexed in {1, 2, . . . , (j+1)k}\
{c1, c2, . . . , cSj}. Therefore,
0 = | Mˆ | = ±|M |
by the Laplace expansion over each of the first Sj columns of Mˆ.
It remains to show that all the diagonal entries of M are in the matrices Ts,t,
where s, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j}, which we will achieve using the index condition (12) on
the submatrix Mˆ. Recall that ρi = Ii + Ti and write
M =

M0
O0
M1
O1 · · · Mj−1
Mj
Oj−1
 , (14)
with Mi having Ti columns and k(i + 1) −
∑i
h=0 Ih rows, i = 0, 1, . . . , j. Having
all the entries of the diagonal of M in the matrices Ts,t amounts to saying that the
number of rows of each Mi is larger or equal to
∑i
h=0Th, i.e.,
k(i+ 1)−
i∑
h=0
Ih ≥
i∑
h=0
Th,
for i = 0, 1, . . . , j. But these are exactly the conditions (12). This shows (2.⇒ 1.).
(1. ⇒ 2.) For the converse, let M be a square singular submatrix of Tj of order
ν, where ν ≤ min{(j + 1)k, (j + 1)(n− k)}, with its diagonal entries in the matrices
Ts,t, where s, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j}. Suppose that M is formed by the columns d1, . . . , dν
and rows c1, . . . , cν of Tj. Clearly, M can be written in the form (14). Let Ti be the
number of columns of the matrix Mi and let Ii be such that the number of rows in
Mi is k(i+ 1)−
∑i
h=0 Ih. The condition on the entries of M implies that
k(i+ 1) ≥
i∑
h=0
Ih +
i∑
h=0
Th,
Let ρi = Ii+Ti. Then the ρi satisfy the conditions (12). Let Mˆ be the submatrix
of the matrix [I(j+1)k | Tj ] formed by the columns indexed in {1, 2, . . . , (j + 1)k} \
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{c1, c2, . . . , cν} and the columns d1, . . . , dν of Tj, and all of the (j + 1)k rows. Then,
by the Laplace expansion over each of its columns {1, 2, . . . , (j+1)k}\{c1, c2, . . . , cν}
| Mˆ | = ±|M | = 0.
If we write C∗i = CiB
−1
i , Aˆi = B
−1
i ,
Ai =
[
Aˆi C
∗
i
Ai
]
and A[0,j] = diag(A0, A1, . . . , Aj), then after a permutation of columns, Mˆ corre-
sponds to a submatrix, say M, of GcjA[0,j] satisfying conditions (12). It is easy to
see that this submatrix of GcjA[0,j] is equal to G
c
jA
∗
[0,j] for A
∗
i ∈ F
n×ρi
q and ρi satis-
fying condition (12). Hence, if M is singular, then GcjA
∗
[0,j] is also singular, and by
Theorem 3 statement 1. fails to hold. Therefore (1.⇒ 2.).
The equivalence (2. ⇔ 3.) readily follows from the fact that if there is a zero in
the diagonal, all the entries to the right and below are also zero and therefore the
determinant of such matrix is trivially zero.
Observation 1. Notice that condition 2. implies that all the entries of the matrices
Ts,t, where s, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j} are nonzero.
3.4. General Convolutional Encoders
If the convolutional code is not systematic one can easily transform the sliding
generator matrix of a nonsystematic encoder in order to apply the conditions of
Theorem 6. This fact is straightforward but worth mentioning.
Let G(D) = [S(D) Q(D)] be the generator matrix of C, where
S(D) =
m∑
i=0
SiD
i ∈ Fk×k
qM
[D],
Q(D) =
m∑
i=0
QiD
i ∈ F
k×(n−k)
qM
[D].
As C is basic, we can assume without loss of generality that S0 = Ik, the identity
matrix of size k. Further, let
S−1(D)Q(D) =
∞∑
i=0
PiD
i ∈ Fk×(n−k)((D)) (15)
be the Laurent expansion of S−1(D)Q(D) over the field F((D)) of Laurent series.
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It is easy to see that, after a column permutation, the sliding parity-check matrix
Gcj, j = 0, 1, . . .m of C has the form
Gcj =


S0 S1 · · · Sj
S0 · · · Sj−1
. . .
...
S0


Q0 Q1 · · · Qj
Q0 · · · Qj−1
. . .
...
Q0


and using that S0 = Ik we can left multiply G
c
j by the inverse of the first block to
obtain  Ik(j+1)

P0 P1 · · · Pj
P0 · · · Pj−1
. . .
...
P0

 (16)
As these operations do not change the full size minors of Gcj one can use the
representation (16) and Theorem 6 and check whether djSR(C) = (j + 1)(n − k) + 1
or not.
We have considered in this paper j ≤ m but we note that non-systematic convo-
lutional codes have column distances that grow to a time instant that can be larger
than m, namely, L =
⌊
δ
k
⌋
+
⌊
δ
n−k
⌋
, where δ is the degree of the convolutional code de-
fined to be the maximum of the degrees of the determinants of the k×k sub-matrices
of one, and hence any, generator matrix of C, see [33] for details.
4. Reducing the field size of m-MSR codes
In [19] a general construction of m-MSR convolutional codes was presented. Un-
fortunately, we were unable to find a general construction of superregular matrices
that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6. We conjecture, based on many examples,
that the superregular matrices proposed in [1, 2, 19], and presented below, satisfy
such conditions and therefore can be used to build systematic m-MSR convolutional
codes, but we were unable to formally prove it.
In any case, the main problem of all these general constructions is that they re-
quire impractically large finite fields. For this reason, most of the optimal construc-
tions of convolutional codes presented over finite fields of reasonable size are found
via computer search and limited to small parameters, see for instance [3, 8, 9, 12].
In this section we present concrete examples of superregular matrices, of given pa-
rameters and finite fields, that satisfy conditions of Theorem 6 and therefore yield
m-MSR convolutional codes. The examples presented in [19] were built requiring
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[n, k,m] Achievable # non-trivial # Matrices Achievable
field minors Aℓ and Bℓ field in [19]
[2, 1, 1] F22 1 1× 1 F25
[2, 1, 2] F23 7 1× 1 F27
[3, 2, 1] F24 5 1× 4
[3, 1, 1] F25 6 4× 1
[4, 2, 1] F26 40 4× 4 F211
[3, 2, 2] F27 42 1× 8 F211
[3, 1, 2] F29 42 8× 1 F211
[4, 2, 2] F211 529 8× 8
[5, 3, 1] F211 136 4× 64
[5, 2, 1] F212 136 64× 4
[6, 4, 1] F213 335 4× 4096
[6, 2, 1] F214 670 4096× 4
[6, 3, 1] F218 634 64× 64
Table 1: Parameters of m-MSR convolutional codes obtained by computer search.
that Gcj is superregular and remains superregular after certain operations over Fq
whereas in our constructions we only need that the smaller matrix P cj is superreg-
ular and remains superregular after certain operations over Fq. Therefore, the field
sizes obtained improve the ones presented in [19], as Table 1 shows. The examples
are built using the following superregular matrices.
Let α be a primitive element of a finite field FqM with q
M elements and consider
G(D) = [Ik P (D)] with P (D) =
∑m
i=0 PiD
i where Pi, for 0 ≤ i ≤ m is equal to
Pi =

α[Ri] α[Ri+1] · · · α[Ri+n−k−1]
α[Ri+1] α[Ri+2] · · · α[Ri+n−k]
α[Ri+2] α[Ri+3] · · · α[Ri+n−k+1]
...
...
...
α[Ri+k−1] α[Ri+k] · · · α[Ri+n−2]
 ∈ Fk×(n−k)qM , (17)
where R = max{k, n − k} and where we use the notation α[j] = αq
j
to denote the
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j-th Frobenius power of α ∈ FqM . The next matrix
P cj =

P0 P1 · · · Pj
P0 · · · Pj−1
. . .
...
P0
 (18)
is superregular for all j ≤ m if the field size is sufficiently large, see [1] for details. For
smaller fields it may not be superregular. Nevertheless, for the parameters [n, k,m]
and field size displayed in Table 1, this matrix satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6
and can be used to construct m-MSR convolutional codes.
Table 1 shows the achievable fields obtained by computation. For all possible
matrices Aℓ and Bℓ (with ℓ = 0, . . . , m), all the non-trivial minors of Tm − C, are
not in the base field F2, where C = diag(C0, . . . , Cm), which implies that all the
non-trivial minors of Tm are nonzero. For this reason we did not consider any matrix
C in our calculations and therefore optimize our algorithms.
Another possibility in the quest to find optimal constructions of convolutional
codes over small fields is to relax the condition of maximum (sum) rank distance and
use instead the notion of almost MRD, see [5]. This is left for future research.
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